
 
 

Instrumentation Technician (Delta, BC) 

We are looking for an Instrumentation Technician for our Delta, BC head o�ice & shop/warehouse. 

You are likely someone who has 1-2 years of instrumentation/mechanical/electrical work 

experience (with peristaltic pumps, sensors, controllers, etc.) a diploma equivalent. 

Stormtec is a leader in environmentally conscious water management solutions in Western Canada 

with o�ices in B.C. and Alberta.  We make the lives of our customers easier by taking on their water 

management challenges. When we do it right, no one notices us doing our work – not our 

customers, not the communities we work in, not the fish in the local streams. Except that our 

customers realize we don’t have the ongoing headache of water management. We provide water 

management solutions for sediment control, contaminated water treatment, dewatering, and 

bypass solutions in the construction industry. 

We’ve doubled in size over the last three years and expects to double again. We have a young, 

progressive team of 90 sta�, led by an ambitious President & CEO who is leading the company 

through unprecedented but sustainable growth. 

People who succeed at this job will: 

 Repair, maintain, test and calibrate all of our equipment and gear (e.g. water treatment 

chemical injection systems, data telemetry, pH sensors, flow switches, peristaltic pumps, 

Watkins controllers) and standard clamps, valves, fittings. 

 Read user manuals to figure out and problem solve technical issues. 

 Figure out how to make our chemical injection boxes ‘smarter’, more automatic. 

 Stay on top of technology developments related to the water management industry and 

look for better equipment and gear. Over time, become our in-house expert. 

 Be part of a team that designs and build products. 

 As part of the service and warehouse team, be egoless about helping on the warehouse 

floor when needed. 

Skills and Related Experience 

 Passionate about equipment and evolving technology in pH sensors, peristaltic pumps, 

instrumentation and controllers. 

 Good verbal and written communication skills – can work well with others 

 Can problem solve and research technical issues by reading manuals, internet research, 

talking to vendors, etc. 

 Minimum of 1-2 years related work experience in instrumentation, general mechanical, 

some low voltage electrical OR related diploma 

 Detail-oriented, organized 

 Due to the physical demands of the role must be able to:  

o remain in a standing position for 40% + of the time; lift/carry boxes and objects up to 

50 lbs; to work in a noisy (warehouse) environment; occasionally work in outdoor 

weather conditions. 



 
 

The workweek is Monday to Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., 40 hours per week. 

At Stormtec, any o�er of employment is dependent on reference checks with direct managers, 

criminal record check, drug testing, clean Class 5 driving record and valid authorization for work in 

Canada. 

To Apply: 

If you meet the qualifications and are interested, we would love to hear from you. Please send a 

short cover letter and resume to careers@stormtec.ca. Thank you to all applicants; however, due to 

volume only short-listed candidates will be contacted. 

Job Types: Full-time, Permanent 

Pay range: $28-$34 hr for a minimum of 40 hours a week. 

Options for overtime and profit sharing.  

Health & Dental benefits, other perks included.  


